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It�is�with�pleasure�that�we�present��
the�Dawson�mine�SEAT�Report�2012–2014.
As the largest employer in Moura, Theodore and Banana 
and one of the largest in the Banana Shire, the Dawson 
management team is committed to being the partner of choice 
to the communities in which we operate by ensuring we enhance 
the social and economic opportunities within the local region. 
With this being the third SEAT Report Dawson has undertaken, 
we are pleased to take onboard suggestions to ensure we are 
attuned to the expectations of the communities we operate in 
and outline our ongoing commitments.

In 2009 the global economic crisis had a significant impact on 
our business and it was a difficult time for all during this period. 
This did have an effect on our ability to achieve all requirements 
and commitments under the previous SEAT Report. At Dawson 
we are proud of our accomplishments whereby the Dawson 
North Pit has reopened and we are continuing to grow and 
achieve our targets. In 2011 we celebrated 50 years since 
the first coal was produced at Moura and our joint venture 
participant Mitsui has been there every step of the way. We are 
committed to operating in a manner that is safe, profitable and 
aligned to our social responsibilities.

This SEAT engagement process has aided us in understanding 
how effective we have been in achieving our commitments 
from the 2008–09 SEAT Report. In addition, our stakeholders’ 
feedback has provided us with information on our impact within 
the community, what is working well as well as the improvement 
opportunities that exist in our local communities.

We would like to thank and acknowledge all residents, business 
owners, local government, schools, community stakeholders, 
community groups and Anglo American employees for taking 
part in our SEAT process, we value the time and feedback you 
provided us.

This Report provides details on Dawson’s involvement in the 
community, the current social and economic impacts of the mine 
and Dawson’s social management plan which outlines how we 
will address these issues. We trust our stakeholders will find this 
Report to be a true reflection of the key issues raised during the 
engagement process.

We welcome feedback on this Report and we look  
forward to continuing and growing our partnership  
with our local communities.

Russell Conley 
General Manager and Dawson’s Senior Leadership Team

FOReWORD
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iNTRODUCTiON

BACkGROUND

Dawson is located near the townships of Moura and Theodore 
in Central Queensland. Dawson is owned in partnership by 
Anglo American (51 per cent) and Mitsui Coal Holdings (49 per 
cent) with Anglo American being responsible for operating and 
managing the site on behalf of the joint venture since 2002.

Globally, Anglo American is committed to delivering sustainable 
benefits that meet the needs of those communities in which it 
operates and to manage the social and economic impacts of 
its operations. To achieve this Anglo American uses the SEAT 
process. SEAT enables Anglo American to better understand the 
concerns, needs and priorities of the communities associated 
with its operations.

Dawson has embraced the SEAT engagement process 
which helps the mine understand its positive contributions to 
communities, while they also establish a greater understanding 
of its negative impacts so that a management plan can be 
developed to manage these.

This Report is the final document in the Dawson SEAT 
process. Special thanks to all members of the communities and 
businesses who provided valuable feedback for this Report. 
This is Dawson third SEAT Report and will guide the mine’s 
community engagement strategies over the next three years. 
This Report provides a document for all community members 
to understand what practical strategies and management plans 
Dawson will be striving to implement to improve communication, 
enhance partnerships and promote wider development at the 
local and regional level, while continuing to responsibly meet 
customer requirements.

REPORT�STRUCTURE

The first section of this report consists of an introduction to the 
SEAT process used by Anglo American sites globally.  It sets out 
the objectives and the approach applied, as well as identifying 
the stakeholders consulted during Dawson’s SEAT process.

Dawson and its local communities are then profiled, followed by 
a section showcasing the existing social management initiatives 
and key community investments made within the Moura, 
Theodore and Banana areas over the past few years.

Finally, Dawson’s current socio-economic impacts (both positive 
and negative) on these local communities are presented and the 
key social management focus areas for the 2012–2014 period 
are identified.

This�report�presents�the�findings�of�a�study�to�assess��
the�socio-economic�impacts�of�the�Dawson�mine.�The�
study�was�guided�by�the�Socio-Economic�Assessment�
Toolbox�(SEAT)�Version�2.�
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OBJECTIVES

Objectives of the SEAT process are:

•	To identify key social and economic impacts and issues that 
need to be managed and, thereby, to improve risk management.

•	To improve each operation’s understanding of the full range of 
local stakeholders, their views and interests, and the dynamics 
between them and, thereby, to increase trust and goodwill.

•	To assess existing community initiatives and identify where 
improvements might be made.

•	To be a resource in developing and updating Community 
Engagement Plans.

•	To provide an analytical framework through which operations 
can assess their contribution to sustainable development by, for 
example, balancing the extraction of natural resources through 
the enhancement of social and human capital.

•	To facilitate the capture and sharing of “best practice”.

•	To provide a planning tool for managing an operation’s social 
and economic impacts, including social investment and 
mine closure.

•	To identify key performance indicators as a basis for 
tracking commitments for improving the management of 
each operation’s socio-economic impacts as the basis for 
local accountability.

The seven steps of the SEAT process are as follows:

STeP 7: PREPARE SOCIO-ECONOMIC  
REPORT, FEEDBACK TO COMMUNITY  
AND ASSESS SEAT PROCESS.

STeP 6: DEVELOP A MANAGEMENT  
AND MONITORING PLAN.

STeP 5: SUPPORT COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT.

STeP 4: IMPROVE THE MANAGEMENT OF 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND ISSUES 
DURING OPERATION AND IN TIME MINE 
CLOSURE.

STeP 3: IDENTIFY AND ASSESS SOCIAL 
AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND KEY LOCAL 
DEVELOPMENT ISSUES, AND ASSESS 
EXISTING MANAGEMENT MEASURES AND 
SOCIAL INVESTMENTS.

STeP 2: PROFILE AND ENGAGE WITH  
THE COMMUNITY.

STeP 1: PROFILE THE ANGLO AMERICAN 
OPERATIONS OF DAWSON.

OBJeCTiVeS 
AND APPROACH
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APPROACH

One of the fundamental components of the SEAT process 
is the community consultation process, where stakeholders 
at various levels are consulted in order to identify concerns 
relating to the mining operation. Dawson embarked on several 
methods to ascertain this information from the community 
including a survey of stakeholders in the Moura, Theodore and 
Banana communities; one on one discussions; and consultation 
gatherings involving community groups and associations and key 
individuals within the communities.

From these consultation activities Dawson received 159 survey 
responses, and conducted two group meetings which were 
attended by 35 community members. We thank all people within 
the communities, groups and employees who participated in 
these information gathering activities. This feedback is greatly 
appreciated as it has enabled Dawson to produce an accurate 
and timely SEAT Report.

OBJeCTiVeS 
AND APPROACH

AGe GROUP

mOURA SURVeYS ReCeiVeD

Permanent  
Anglo American employee  45%

Contractor to Anglo  7%

Other – Community Member  28%

Community service provider  3%

Educator/health practitioner  5%

Business owner/retailer  12%

56–65  34%
35–49  32%
19–34  23%
≥66  10%
≤18  1%

ReSUlTS OF THe SURVeY WeRe:
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DAWSON  
miNe

During 2010, Dawson actively engaged with stakeholders, 
including community members, non-government organisations, 
town service providers, schools, hospitals, local council, and 
various state government departments to develop a “Preliminary 
Mine Completion Plan”. Dawson’s mine life expectancy, based 
on current production rates, known reserves, commodity prices 
and numerous other factors, is at least 25 plus years. Anglo 
American recognise the need for long term mine completion 
planning, to achieve the goal of leaving a positive legacy 
in the form of a sustainable region after the completion of 
mining activities.

It is widely recognised and supported in the Preliminary Mine 
Completion Plan that an unplanned or instantaneous closure 
of Dawson would have a significant negative impact upon the 
towns of Moura and Theodore. Dawson’s Preliminary Mine 
Completion Plan is key to ensuring that when the requirement 
for mine closure is a reality that key stakeholders work 
collaboratively to ensure its success. Dawson is committed to 
ensuring that the Mine Completion Plan is developed well in 
advance of closure and that the plan uses updated and relevant 
consultation data from the relevant stakeholders.

Anglo American’s metallurgical coal business is part of 
the Anglo American group of business’ and currently 
operates six mines in Queensland and New South Wales 
whereby Dawson is one of them.

Dawson is located near the townships of Moura and Theodore 
in Central Queensland and is the largest employer in the region 
and one of the largest employers within the Banana Shire. 
In 2011, the mine employed approximately 990 staff and an 
additional 630 contractors to support our operations.

Dawson is an open cut coal mine consisting of three operational 
areas being Dawson North, Dawson Central and Dawson South. 
The site has been in operation since the 1960’s and was the 
first mine to export coal to Japan in 1961. It was also the first 
mine to introduce draglines into its operations in 1963.

In 2007 the joint venture completed major expansion work, 
investing $1.1. billion to increase production rates of saleable 
high quality metallurgical and thermal coals. The expansion 
included the development of two greenfield sites, Dawson South 
and Dawson North. This expansion was reported in the SEAT 
2008–09 Report.

Significant problems in the global economy and a worldwide 
decrease of demand for coal products during 2009 resulted in a 
challenging operating environment for Dawson. In March 2009 
the Dawson North pit temporarily closed to enable production 
levels to scale back to meet market conditions and better 
position Dawson for market recovery.

In late 2010, the Dawson North pit reopened with Leighton 
Contractors Pty Ltd awarded the contract to manage the 
production of the pit on behalf of Anglo American, while Anglo 
American remains the Site Senior Executive authority.

In 2011/2012 Dawson will undertake more changes to 
accommodate the increased market demand for high quality 
metallurgical and thermal coals. Dawson South expanded in 
2012 to include new pits.

In 2010, Dawson produced 7.1 million tonnes of saleable coal 
and produced 7.5 million tonnes for 2011. Coal from Dawson 
is transported by rail 200 kilometres north-east to the Port of 
Gladstone, where it is loaded for export to Japan, Turkey, India 
and South Korea.

Dawson has developed relationships with key stakeholders 
including but not limited to various levels of government, local 
business and community service provides, local community 
groups and associations. Ongoing interactions with stakeholders 
are maintained through a range of formal and informal 
communication and engagement activities.
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KeY FACTS
Location:  
65 kilometres west of Biloela on the Dawson Highway.

Population:   
1875

Key industries:  
coal, agricultural – cotton, cattle and grain, seamgas  
and nitrate plant.

Highlights: 
Dawson River, Meriden Marker, and Dawson mine  
viewing platform.

MOURA

Moura is the closest town to the Dawson North and Central pits 
and is located approximately 15 kilometres west of the site and 
has a population of just under 2000. Aside from Dawson, other 
major employers near the town are Queensland Nitrate Plant, 
Westside, Moura Cotton Gin and Grain Corporation. Moura also 
has well established farming and cattle landowners. All of these 
are major contributors to the town’s economy.

Its close proximity to the coast, only two hours drive to 
Rockhampton, also make Moura a popular tourist location with a 
variety of attractions such as the Dawson River and the meridian 
time line located just outside the town.

The land on which Dawson mine operates was previously 
owned and farmed by local landowners. Dawson maintains an 
ongoing dialogue and relationship between its representatives 
and local farmers to ensure key issues and concerns are 
promptly addressed.

Dawson partners with two Traditional Owner groups; the 
Gangulu People and the Wulli Wulli People. To facilitate this 
relationship, Cultural Heritage Management Agreements are in 
place with the Gangulu People and the Wulli Wulli People, who 
are the Traditional Owners of the northern and southern parts of 
the mine, respectively. Dawson maintains an ongoing dialogue 
with the Traditional Owners through regular meetings and 
engaging the Traditional Owners to undertake Cultural Heritage 
survey work in advance of exploration and mining operations.

Moura caters for schooling from kindergarten through to Year 
12. The town has a Youth Centre and its childcare facilities 
cater for full day care for infants through to children. Moura has 
a modern medical centre with local doctors and the hospital, 
however as with many regional towns attracting and retaining 
medical staff in residence is an ongoing concern.

Moura has a large range of sporting activities including an 
excellent golf course, swimming pool complex, tennis association, 
squash club, camp draft, football club and a large recreational 
ground. The town is equipped with a local supermarket,  
a number of banks, post office, newsagent and a number 
of retail stores.

OUR  
COmmUNiTieS
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THEODORE

Theodore is named after the former Queensland Premier, Ted 
Theodore and is located approximately 15 kilometres south of 
Dawson South. Supporting a diverse rural sector with cotton 
being the main industry, Theodore is close knit community with 
Queensland’s only co-operative hotel the Theodore Hotel and 
Motel. Tourist attractions include the Dawson Folk Museum, 
Dawson River and nearby the Isla Gorge.

The township of Theodore is resilient and life is returning back 
to how it was after Theodore experienced three flood events 
in the space of 14 months with the most the devastating in 
December 2010. This event had Theodore being the first town 
in Queensland’s history to be fully evacuated. Dawson assisted 
the local and State Governments in this task and are proud to 
have been able to help the local Theodore township in their time 
of need.

Theodore caters for schooling from kindergarten through to Year 
10. They have a well equipped hospital including a maternity 
ward and a local residential doctor. The town has a number of 
retail stores including a supermarket, banks and supply services. 
Theodore has a local Show each year and numerous social 
events including a local fishing competition, and a number of 
sporting groups such as golf, netball and pony club.

KeY FACTS
Location: 
Theodore is located adjacent to the Leichhardt Highway.

Population: 
450

Key industries:  
coal, cotton and grain.

Highlights: 
Dawson River, Dawson Folk Museum and local co-operative 
Theodore Hotel

OUR  
COmmUNiTieS
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BANANA

Banana is a small town located in Banana Shire, which can 
be found at the intersection of the Dawson and Leichhardt 
Highways. It is approximately 25 kilometres from Dawson.  
It is an important transport hub due to the intersection of the 
two highways.

Banana was named in the early 1860s and the name derives 
from an old yellowish-coloured working bullock, called Banana. 
The bullock was used by local stockmen as a decoy to help them 
when herding some of the wild cattle into the yards. The bull 
now has a statue located at the cross roads in town. Banana 
was the hub of the Banana Shire in the 1860’s, hence its 
name, and its cemetery has graves of pioneers dating back to 
1870. The Banana district has cattle and grain producers as its 
main industry.

Banana has a local primary school catering for the town and 
surrounding properties. The Banana Progress Association is 
involved in renovating their community hall and holding other 
events within Banana. As an important transport hub they have  
a well equipped service station.

KeY FACTS
Location:  
Intersection between Dawson and Leichhardt Highways

Key industries:  
cattle and grain.

Highlights:  
Banana statue and the historic cemetery.

OUR  
COmmUNiTieS
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This section highlights some of the major social 
investments made by Anglo American during the past two 
years and shows who benefited. It also discusses some 
of the social initiatives currently in the pipeline.

Dawson has been highly involved in social issues, both in 
Moura, Theodore and other surrounding towns. It has invested 
significantly in infrastructure, education and community based 
development initiatives. It also offers comprehensive benefits and 
support systems for its employees and their immediate families. 
From the SEAT process it was found this social commitment is 
highly valued by stakeholders throughout the Banana Shire.

Dawson is committed to ensuring its local communities benefit 
through their association with the mine. As part of the Anglo 
American group Dawson upholds and works in accordance with 
the Anglo American Good Citizenship Principles and the Anglo 
Social Way to always ensure it operates in a responsible and 
sustainable manner.

ECONOMIC�CONTRIBUTION

This table outlines Dawson payments to a variety of local, 
state and federal governments. Dawson creates employment 
opportunities within the communities it operates both 
directly and indirectly. Directly through providing employment 
opportunities for skilled personnel and training programmes such 
as Entry Level Operators, Traineeships and Apprenticeships. 
Indirectly through contractors such as facilities management 
contractor Spotless for cleaning, security and accommodation 
management and operational contractors for our maintenance 
and operational departments.

Highlighted from Anglo American’s supply department, in 2010 
Dawson’s local procurement spend was $10.8 million for Moura. 
Anglo American is committed to ensuring the local communities 
in which we operate also benefit from our operations.

The table below outlines payments that Dawson makes to local, 
state and federal governments:

eXiSTiNG SOCiAl 
mANAGemeNT AND 
iNVeSTmeNT

PAYmeNTS TO GOVeRNmeNTS AND AUTHORiTieS

2009
Value (million AUD)

2010
Value (million AUD)

2011
Value (million AUD)

Income Tax paid on behalf of employees                  32.00                  30.89                  34.31

Payroll Tax paid                    5.50                    5.76                    6.06

Workers Compensation Premiums paid                    1.50                    1.90                    2.80

Stamp Duties, Lodgement Fees, Filing Fees, Licences and Permits                    0.15                  0.145                  0.145

Land Tax and Rates                    1.87                    1.90                    2.06

Australian Mining Industry Council Subscriptions                    0.25                    0.14                    0.47

Safety, Health and Mine v Levies                    0.08                0.0007                    1.10

Coal Research Levy                    0.33                    0.33                    0.28

Coal21 Research Levy                    1.49                    1.38                    0.92

Special Coal Levy                    0.12                    0.06                    0.87

Export Royalties                  87.59                  78.15                113.86

Port Charges                  31.93                  33.63                  33.18

Rail Charges                  45.85                  56.50                  53.82

Company / Corporations Tax paid                  44.29                  31.34                112.18

Disclosure notes:

1. All financial data is reported according to Anglo American’s 31 December financial year end.

2. Anglo Dawson is a GST neutral entity.

3. Corporations tax actual financial data for the current financial year is not yet available. The amount provided is an estimate only.
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ASSISTANCE�TO�THEODORE�DURING��
THE�DEVASTATING�FLOODS�OF�
DECEMBER�2010

Theodore became the first town in Queensland’s history to be 
fully evacuated in December 2010 from devastating floods. 
With the assistance from the Local Disaster Management Group 
Dawson helped with the evacuation and accommodation of the 
town’s 328 residents for 10 days.

The Chairman of Anglo American plc, Sir John Parker 
announced a $1 million donation to Queensland’s flood relief 
and recovery effort bringing Anglo American’s total financial, 
accommodation and logistics contribution to $1.5 million. 
Anglo American donated $100,000 directly to the Theodore 
Community Trust Fund to assist with the immediate recovery of 
the town.

Once residents were able to relocate back to their homes 
Dawson continued its support by donating furniture and white 
goods to residents that had suffered significant hardship.

Dawson has also donated the use of a transportable building 
for the Theodore Medical Centre to become operational during 
the period. Dawson understands the importance of having the 
local doctor and medical facilities up and running to ensure 
the town is able to become operational again. Working with Dr 
Bruce Chater from the Theodore Medical Centre the use of this 
temporary building has enabled Theodore to continue with their 
health services to the town.

eXiSTiNG SOCiAl 
mANAGemeNT AND 
iNVeSTmeNT
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eXiSTiNG SOCiAl 
mANAGemeNT AND 
iNVeSTmeNT

ENVIRONMENTAL

CUlTURAl HeRiTAGe
In May 2011, Anglo American representatives met with one 
of the Traditional Owner groups of the Callide and Dawson 
operations, the Gangulu People, to sign the Cultural Heritage 
Investigation and Management Agreement for Callide and 
Dawson mines following a two year negotiation process. The 
plans formalised Anglo American’s ongoing commitment to the 
protection and management of Gangulu Cultural Heritage at 
Dawson and Callide mines.

BOTTle TRee RelOCATiON
A number of bottle trees that were in the path of future mining 
have been preserved by Dawson and relocated to the Moura 
township. The latest tree has been relocated to Moura’s Rotary 
Park. Others have been placed in the main street and also at 
the Dawson Mine Administration complex. The trees are valued 
inclusions to landscaped gardens for their unique shape and 
are an iconic outback tree species. It is hoped that more bottle 
trees will be relocated to surrounding townships to add to the 
continual landscaping and beautification work done by the 
Banana Shire Council.

DAWSON emPlOYeeS WORK WiTH THe BANANA 
SHiRe COUNCil TO OVeRCOme ADVeRSiTY
The phenomenal wet season of 2010/2011 caused several 
problems for the Banana Shire Council.  One of the biggest 
being the failure of the Council’s pumping infrastructure located 
on the Dawson River that is used to supply Moura’s potable 
water treatment plant. Using Dawson mine’s pumping equipment, 
mine employees spent several months working with the Banana 
Shire Council’s Moura employees to ensure the town’s water 
supply and quality was maintained. This is a great example of 
employees from both organisations working together and using 
their technical skills to solve a potential major problem facing the 
local community.
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COMMUNITy

DAWSON DONATeS lAND FOR DOCTOR’S HOUSe
In February 2009 Dawson donated a parcel of land to the 
Moura and Districts Health Care Association to enable them 
to build a new house for the local doctor to live in, assisting in 
the attraction and retention of quality health care professionals 
to the region. This donation of land further affirms Dawsons 
ongoing commitment to assist the town of Moura with 
development opportunities, high quality facilities and convenient 
and advanced health care services..

mOURA PROGReSS COmmiTTee
With the implementation of the Moura Progress Committee, 
Dawson supported the Committee with $10,000 in 2011, to 
assist with the ‘Welcome to Moura’ packages. These packages 
help promote Moura as a place to live and work for people and 
their families.

Dawson has also pledged $60,000 towards the purchase of 
gym equipment for the proposed gym in the town of Moura.

ROCKHAmPTON ReGiONAl COUNCil ReSTORATiON 
OF KiANGA STATiON BUilDiNGS
With the donation of the Kianga Woolshed from previous 
property owners, the Howards, to the Rockhampton Regional 
Council Heritage Society for preservation in the Rockhampton 
Heritage Village, Dawson financially assisted with the restoration 
of the building in 2010. The Woolshed has been restored and is 
now open at the Heritage Village.

eXiSTiNG SOCiAl 
mANAGemeNT AND 
iNVeSTmeNT
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EDUCATION

DONATiON FOR lOCAl CHilD CARe CeNTRe
Dawson donated $100,000 in 2011 to the Moura Child Care 
Centre Inc. to help with the expense of an extension to the 
existing building which will allow the centre to be open before 
and after school as well as furthering the current facilities for 
day care. The new facility will have a maximum capacity of 29 
children at any one time.

AiR qUAliTY mONiTORiNG STATiON FOR mOURA 
STATe HiGH SCHOOl
In November 2011, the installation of the air quality monitoring 
station at Moura State High School was completed.

The plan for 2012 onwards is for students to learn how to 
download/view the meteorological data from the weather 
station. A specific computer port has been installed to allow this 
connection. This joint partnership between Moura State High 
School and Dawson will allow mining operations to monitor the 
air quality within Moura town.

CAReeR STUDeNTS
Dawson has development programmes run in conjunction with 
the local schools including the Resources and Infrastructure 
Operations (RIO) Programme and school-based apprenticeships.

The RIO Programme gives students a first taste of what their 
future mining career might look like, while also presenting 
the students with experience they can build upon in their 
future years. School-based apprenticeships allow students an 
opportunity to further develop and commence a role as a trade 
within the industry.

eXiSTiNG SOCiAl 
mANAGemeNT AND 
iNVeSTmeNT
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HOUSiNG AND ACCOmmODATiON
The main housing issue raised in Moura was the lack of supply, 
affordability and quality of housing. For accommodation the main 
issue was the large number of personnel living in the Single 
Persons Accommodation facilities. Collectively the stakeholders 
desire an increase in the range of housing stock that can be 
used by the community throughout ‘boom and bust’ periods.

Measures that Dawson has taken in regards to these issues 
have been:

•	Appointment of Spotless as the facilities management team. 

•	Review and implementation of the Dawson’s 
Accommodation Policy.

•	Commence regular housing inspections on lease properties.

•	Improved communication and take up by employees of the 
Salary Sacrifice Remote Area Housing Policy.

•	Assistance to the Moura community to promote the Moura 
township as a place to live.

COmmUNiTY RelATiONS AND COmmUNiCATiONS
Improve communications with community stakeholders, enhance 
engagement with stakeholders and contribute to the provision 
of facilities and services that promote Banana Shire, particularly 
Moura, were the key issues in this area.

Actions Dawson has taken to address these issues are by having 
representatives involved in the Moura Chamber of Commerce, 
Moura District Health Care Association and the Moura Progress 
Committees. Dawson has also assisted these groups through 
donations or in-kind support to numerous worthy causes.

Dawson has improved its communication with these 
stakeholders by holding group consultation sessions regarding 
specific issues such as blasting techniques and expansion of 
Dawson South.

Dawson still has improvements to make in this area to raise 
awareness of its activities and to ensure its communities 
have realistic expectations. Further enhancements to 
Dawson’s involvement in local communities can be achieved 
by encouraging employees to support local businesses and 
participate in local community groups.

An�important�aspect�of�the�community�
consultation�process�was�to�assess�
how�different�communities�perceive�
Dawson.�Generally�speaking,�the�mine�
has�a�good�reputation,�both�amongst�its�
immediate�neighbours�and�surrounding�
townships�as�a�whole.�However,�there�
were�some�issues�that�concerned�the�
stakeholders�consulted.

Dawson recognise that improvements can be made in fostering 
better relationships with stakeholders through enhanced regular 
communications and through increased involvement in key 
community groups.

This section outlines the social and economic impacts of the 
operation, both positive and negative. Dawson has invested in 
education, infrastructure and community initiatives within the 
communities and created employment opportunities. It does 
appreciate from the feedback received from the SEAT process 
that there are concerns within the communities that we need 
to address.

ISSUES�IN�2008–09�SEAT�REPORT

The Dawson 2008–09 SEAT Report highlighted that generally 
stakeholders want to see Dawson develop and operate as 
a successful business, ensuring sustainable mutual benefits 
for the community. There were eight key issues raised by 
stakeholders during the 2008/09 SEAT process:

•	Housing and accommodation.

•	Community relations and communications.

•	Local business and employment.

•	Health.

•	Infrastructure and facilities.

•	Environment.

•	Mine closure.

•	Cultural heritage.

Dawson has implemented a number of initiatives since the 
2008/09 SEAT Report to minimise the negative impacts 
associated with these key issues. The details following outline 
the measures Dawson has taken in response to the key issues 
identified in 2008–09 SEAT Report.

SOCiAl AND 
eCONOmiC imPACTS 
OF THe miNe
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eNViRONmeNT
Environmental concerns raised were for Dawson to increase 
awareness of environmental management activities, enhance 
environmental monitoring, build on land rehabilitation targets and 
implement the nature refuge extension project.

Dawson has undertaken numerous steps aimed at achieving 
these objectives:

•	Finalised the Dawson Mine Viewing Platform, including 
signage, to enable the community to view operations.

•	Completed the three yearly fauna and flora monitoring program 
whereby monitoring was conducted over mining operations, 
rehabilitation, wild life refuges and peripheral lands. The results 
are pending, however it is pleasing to note that in the findings 
were the sighting of a koala and other threatened species on 
the mining lease.

•	Explored and trialled water saving initiatives across site, and 
have commenced a dust control project on roads to reduce 
the amount of water used as a dust suppression and continual 
pumping into dedicated storages to reduce evaporation losses. 
However, since the floods Dawson’s focus has shifted to 
reducing the amount of water onsite. Dawson continues to 
support the schools, recreation grounds and the pony club by 
providing water at no charge.

Dawson achieved its 2009 rehabilitation target and is moving 
towards increased more progressive rehabilitation throughout 
the life of the mine. Unfortunately Dawson’s nature refuge 
extension project was stalled due to the 2010–2011 floods. It is 
anticipated that this project will again become the focus in 2012 
as the flood recovery efforts draw to a close.

CUlTURAl HeRiTAGe
Dawson has continued to strengthen its relationships with 
its Traditional Owners by signing and implementing Cultural 
Heritage Management Agreements with the Gangulu People 
and the Wulli Wulli People. These important Agreements have 
enabled Dawson to continue to progress its mining activities 
while managing and respecting the Cultural Heritage of the 
Traditional Owners.

miNe ClOSURe
Dawson has undertaken consultation sessions within the local 
communities in relation to mine closure and mine completion. 
Based on this consultation, Dawson has developed preliminary 
mine closure and completion plans.  Dawson understands the 
importance of the legacy the mine will leave behind when mine 
closure and mine completion becomes a reality and these plans 
will be actively reviewed as this time approaches.

lOCAl BUSiNeSS AND emPlOYmeNT
In the 2008–09 SEAT Report the main issue raised regarding 
local business and employment was to improve business to 
business relationships between local suppliers and Dawson.  
In 2010, the local spend in Moura was $10.8 million as outlined 
by Dawson’s supply department.

HeAlTH
Anglo American views health as a key issue for all its 
communities and is committed to implementing lasting initiatives 
and programmes within these communities to improve the 
accessibility and quality of health care.

Measures that Dawson has undertaken include:

•	Continued relationship with the Moura and District Health 
Care Association.

•	Donation of land to the Moura and District Health Care 
Association to enable a home to be constructed to 
accommodate an additional doctor.

•	Held driver awareness sessions to increase driver safety 
awareness among employees.

•	Provided free skin checks, influenza vaccinations and  
blood pressure checks for all personnel and families.

•	Continued to support flexible working hours to maintain  
a healthy work/life balance.

iNFRASTRUCTURe AND FACiliTieS
The concerns raised from stakeholders regarding infrastructure 
and facilities were the limited range of educational opportunities, 
poor aesthetics of Moura township, and the need for a gym and 
youth centre.

Actions Dawson has taken in relation to these concerns 
have been:

•	Increased development programmes with local schools 
including the RIO Programme and school-based 
apprenticeships.

•	Increased recruitment numbers for Entry Level Operators, 
Traineeships and Apprenticeships.

•	Pledged $60,000 towards gym equipment once a gym is 
established in Moura.

•	Assisted with the improvement of aesthetics of Moura 
township by replanting a number of bottle trees within the 
main street and town parks.

SOCiAl AND 
eCONOmiC imPACTS 
OF THe miNe
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SUMMARy�OF�ISSUES�RAISED�

Following on from the consultation process in 2011, information 
gathered has been collated and grouped to determine the key 
issues raised by the stakeholders. The stakeholders concerns 
can be categorised into five key areas:

•	Health;

•	Environment;

•	Accommodation;

•	Education and childcare; and

•	Services.

It is important to note that many of the issues highlighted  
in Dawson’s 200809 SEAT Report remain current for 
stakeholders today.

HeAlTH
Moura stakeholders were positive about the new medical facility 
in Moura which opened in late 2009 and commented that the 
introduction of a local doctor was a great boost for the town.  
For Theodore the loan of the transportable donga to the 
Theodore Medical Centre has greatly assisted them in  
continuing their work after the floods.

The key areas of concern, however, were:

•	 Lack of a dedicated room for occupational and speech therapy.

•	 Limited access to mental health care.

•	 Absence of a dentist in Moura.

•	 Lack of economic support for medical services in the region.

•	 Amount of travel required to access medical services outside  
of the local towns.

•	 Lack of gym within the Moura township.

•	 Requirement for increased extra-curricular activities for children 
and adults within the communities.

eNViRONmeNT
The community expressed the following concerns through  
the SEAT consultation in relation to the environment:

•	 Dull appearance of the Moura town and main street including 
alack of flora and fauna within the town.

•	 Increased number of post blast fume clouds.

•	 Lack of top soil on piles of rock after an area has been mined.

ACCOmmODATiON
Similar to the findings of the 2008–09 SEAT process 
accommodation was a major concern raised. Key issues 
raised included:

•	 Lack of quality and affordable houses to either rent 
or purchase.

•	 Mine to review options for subsidies for employees to 
entice workers to live in town and not camp accommodation 
specifically for Moura.

•	 Refurbishment of Anglo American owned properties in town.

•	 Reduce the reliance of camp style accommodation.

•	 Increased encouragement to all employees to move and live  
in the communities in which Dawson operates.

•	 Dawson to build or put into place a proposal for the land  
it owns at Dawson View Estate.
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eDUCATiON AND CHilDCARe
The community is positive on the whole about the education 
services within the communities and the increase in 
student numbers at the Moura State Primary School. The 
commencement of the long term day care facility is also a 
positive for the community. Dawson’s consultation revealed the 
concerns in this area are:

•	 Lack of traineeships and vocational education on offer to 
local students.

•	 Limited child care facilities in town to cover a full working day.

•	 Lack of variety in curriculum choices within the local schools.

•	 Limited variety of extra curricular activities within the townships.

•	 Increased requirement for assistance with educational support 
services such as dedicated speech and therapy room.

SeRViCeS
Through the consultations there was a large response regarding 
services within the towns including businesses, sporting facilities 
and community spirit. Key issues raised were:

•	 Lack of variety of shops within the towns.

•	 Short opening times for the local supermarket.

•	 Need to increase attraction of businesses to Moura.

•	 Desire for increased support from Dawson to support 
local businesses, for example a rewards programme for 
local businesses.

•	 Aging sporting facilities in need of upgrades, for example 
change rooms refurbishment.

•	 Limited bus services to Rockhampton and Gladstone.

•	 Lack of town information board for Moura that outlines a map 
and services available.

•	 Limited use of swimming pool throughout the year due to lack 
of heating.

•	 Limited support by permanent and non-permanent residents of 
local sporting groups and volunteer organisations.

SOCiAl AND 
eCONOmiC imPACTS 
OF THe miNe
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HEALTH

Anglo American is committed to working with community 
and government agencies to improve health services within 
its communities. Dawson will continue its partnerships with 
Queensland Health and the Moura and District Health Care 
Association and communities. Through these partnerships 
Dawson will assist by jointly exploring targeted initiatives to 
improve dental facilities and access to mental health care and 
continue to provide economic support to medical services in the 
region where deemed appropriate.

Working with the local schools Dawson will help investigate the 
opportunity for occupational/speech therapy to be available in 
Moura. If this is viable, Dawson will assist in this allied health 
facility and ensure it is made available to various schools within 
the region.

Dawson will continue to support community groups in Moura 
in their endeavour to have a town gym established. Dawson’s 
pledge of $60,000 for gym equipment still stands once the 
facility details are confirmed.

ENVIRONMENT

Dawson will continue to assist in the improvement of the town’s 
aesthetics through tree donations.. Working collaboratively with 
the Banana Shire Council, Dawson will continue to improve, 
manage and repair roads within the region.

Dawson will continue to communicate details of post blast 
fume clouds. Improving this communication process to increase 
community awareness of mine blasting activities is a focus area 
for Dawson. Installation of an air quality monitoring station within 
Moura will aid Dawson in gathering accurate data for assessing 
the air quality in the town.

Through the planning process for mine completion and mine 
closure, Dawson’s goal is to ensure a positive legacy remains 
even after the mine has closed. Dawson will continue to review 
and modify these completion and closure plans as necessary 
and where applicable continue to consult with the local 
communities.

Dawson is committed to strengthening relationships with the 
Gangulu People and Wulli Wulli People to ensure that Dawson  
land management practices are sensitive to protecting aspects 
of the landscape that have particular cultural significance.

Through�the�consultation�process�five�
main�themes�emerged�as�concerns�for�
the�communities:

•	 Health;

•	 Environment;

•	 Accommodation;

•	 Education and childcare; and

•	 Services.

Taking these themes into account the Social Management Plan, 
supported by Dawson’s management has been developed which 
outlines how Dawson will focus, monitor and strive towards 
achieving improvements over the next three years in these  
key areas.

In addition to the management actions outlined below, Dawson 
will continue to work with local community groups such as 
Chamber of Commerce and the Progress Committee to assist 
and support community initiatives and through the Anglo 
American Social Investment and Donations Policy will allocate 
funds to key initiatives.  Dawson’s SEAT Report and Social 
Management Plan will remain current until 31 December 2014. 
Anglo American will work towards achieving all of the objectives 
and management actions listed in this Report by the end of this 
reporting period. This will involve an annually updated Community 
Engagement Plan that will outline specific actions Dawson will 
take each year to achieve improved social management within 
its local communities.  However, it is also important to note 
that some actions involve long term planning and will not be 
sufficiently finalised by 31 December 2014. Progress on all 
objectives and management actions will be reported in Dawson’s 
2015–17 SEAT Report.
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ACCOMMODATION

Dawson will maintain an accommodation strategy which will:

•	 Commence refurbishment of Dawson owned properties  
to assist in improving the quality of homes within Moura.

•	 Ensure community feedback regarding accommodation  
is taken into consideration on an ongoing basis.

•	 Continue to monitor the Single Person Accommodation 
facilities both Kotti Doon and Dawson Town Village to  
ensure any possible social impacts are identified and 
responsibly managed.

EDUCATION�AND�CHILDCARE

Dawson will continue to work with local schools on development 
programmes such as the Certificate II RIO programme, and 
school-based apprenticeships. This will aid in the development 
of vocational programmes. Dawson will continue with the 
training of entry level production roles and traineeships and the 
mine’s resourcing strategy will continue to include strong local 
advertising. Regular communication between Dawson and local 
schools will further strengthen this partnership and help identify 
other opportunities in which Dawson can support.

Dawson will continue to work with community groups to 
ensure the capacity of the child care facilities within Moura are 
increased. Dawson has a vested interest in this project following 
its $100,000 donation and is eager to see this project become 
fully used within the community.

SERVICES

Dawson will continue with implementation of the local 
procurement policy and will endeavour to increase the use 
of local suppliers through this mechanism. The overarching 
objective is to deliver benefit to the communities where 
Dawson operates by enabling local business to access supply 
chain opportunities that arise from the presence of projects 
and operations.

We will continue to work with local community groups to assist 
and support community initiatives by ensuring communication 
across our site and participation.
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